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Abstract

The Language Model module is a part of the Large Vocabulary Continuous

Speech Recognition System (LVCSR). N-gram model and its derivates are the

typically applied solutions. They are simple and computationally fast. Some

improvements in these models help in solving the problem of data sparseness.

This solution is well suited for languages with strict order of words (for exam-

ple English), other languages, however, require more training examples. The

proposed solution is a model based on Kohonen's Self Organised Maps, which

smooth probabilities, but also can be used for languages with less strict order

of words (e.g. Polish). The presented results show substantial improvement in

comparison to trigram and bigram models in dictation task.
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1. Introduction

The presented work 1 describes a novelty in the �eld of language modeling

for a Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition (LCVSR). The main

purpose of the Language Model module application in such systems is to improve

the quality of speech recognition measured by the Word Error Rate (WER). It5

is done by evaluation which word sequences constructed by LVCSR system can
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be sentences of spoken language. They should be linguistically correct, but

this module need to be �exible for new phenomenons for living language, since

daily-used language is changing. In spoken language also simpli�cations are

present.10

In this work the dictation task in the Polish language is considered (moreover,

it is constrained to the spoken language and to limited range of vocabulary). The

important property of the Polish language is its �exible word order, which, on

the other hand, it is not a completely free order. One of the commonly applied

solutions is the n-gram model [1, 2] and especially its improvements. Pure n-15

gram model solves the problem of data sparseness: many n-tuple of words occur

either few times in a training corpus, or they are not present, which causes

that respective probabilities are not correctly modeled. The second property is

the importance of the word order. It is true for this base model, and for the

majority of its derivate models. The �rst problem can be partially solved by20

the class-based ngram model [2], or the backo� n-gram model [3]. In a similar

way, the Weighted Finite State Transducer [1] is sensitive to the word order.

Consideration of some methods, that could improve trigram model for Polish

are presented in [4].Problem of �exible (or free) word order can be solved by

the Finite-State Grammar, which brings good results [5, 6]. However, the need25

for manual preparation of such grammar limits their application to the case of

simple grammars.

Another solution could be the Head-Driven Phase Structure Grammar (HPSG)

[7, 8]. This is constraint -based formalism. It consists two parts. The �rst one

is a small amount of constrains which are here general rules. The second part30

is large amount of lexical entries, which de�ne word-speci�c rules. The HPSG

is very strict formalism. It has two consequences. First one is lack of needed

language simpli�cations modeling, which are present in spoken language. Sec-

ondly, in order to obtain enough complex grammar a huge amount of manual

work is needed to create such a lexicon. To solve presented problems author35

proposed simple Shallow Grammar based on HPSG rules in [9]. In that work

partial parsing of sentence was introduced. One should mention that typically
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speech recognition is not considered as a �eld of Shallow Grammar application

[10].

2. Contribution of presented work40

In this paper author proposes language modeling on the base of Self Or-

ganized Memory (SOM) to solve two problems: the data sparseness and to

improper modeling of language with �exible word order. To the best author's

knowledge there is no similar solutions (except author's ones) that applies SOM.

The novelty is also the application of wider input context (in quantity of words),45

than the input of the network. It also introduces new way of �nal output calcu-

lation based on several results given by this network. The next contribution of

this work is the word probability determination as a single result, based on this

network neurons weights and coverage them by the data. This work is continu-

ation of author's PhD thesis 2 [11]. Here the feature selection will be considered50

in connection to improved training procedure.

The paper is organized as follows: in order to explain the place of the lan-

guage model application, the architecture of typical LVCSR system is presented.

Next, the SOM network is introduced and some solutions that let to create

Language Model module are explained. Some examples will illustrate that such55

module can learn by examples the connections between words. The training

process with feature selection is described. All in all, the results of experiments

are presented with their discussion.

3. Architecture of typical LVCSR system

This section will explain the role of Language Model module in a LVCSR60

system. The most common is the architecture based on Hidden Markov Models

(HMM's) [12]. The general schema of such system (Fig 1) is applied in HTK

2PhD thesis [11] got distinction in the 2014 Polish Arti�cial Intelligence Society award for

the best Arti�cial Intelligence PhD thesis. PAIS is the ECAI member.
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Figure 1: Architecture of a typical LVCSR system.

system [13], or the ESAT [14] etc. It is also present in systems applied for speech

recognition in Polish Language [5, 15].

Input processing module performs signal normalization, while the output of65

feature extraction module is acoustic features vector. The search engine prepares

speech hypothesis, using above vectors and knowledge from:

• acoustic module which models basic speech units like phonemes, triphones

• lexicon, which represents the construction of words using above basic

speech units. Words as an symbols are choosen on the basis of their70

occurience in corpora. However mapping them into phonemes is mostly

prede�ned.

• language model, which evaluates the possibility of occurrence of a given

word sequence in considered language.

The Language Model can allow for one of them:75

• some connections between words only

• or allows for all possible connections and returns probability measure,

telling how probable is this hypothesis
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After the construction of the speech hypotheses, the search engine performs

searching for the best scored one Wopt, which is supposed be the closest to80

spoken utterance.

The search space covers all possible word sequences WK
1 = w1, w2, . . . , wK ,

where the acoustic vector X = [x1, x2, . . . , xn] is given To preform this, to each

hypothesis the cost is assigned:

Wopt = arg max
WK

1

P (WK
1 |X) (1)

The cost of each hypothesis:

f
(
X,WK

1

)
= log P

(
X|WK

1

)
+

CA log P
(
WK

1

)
+ CC (2)

where:85

CA - is weight of probability P (WK
1 ) obtained from language model,

CC - its negative value is interpreted as penalty for starting a new word,

X - acoustic feature vector,

WK
1 - word sequence,

P
(
X|WK

1

)
- probability given by acoustic model.90

Resulting sequence of words is returned to textual output. One can say,

that we check the similarity of acoustic units to speech signal, but possible con-

structions are limited by lexicon, while the language module re�ne this searching

preferring word sequences possible in language (but letting for some exceptions).

There exists some other approaches to general LVCSR architecture. First one95

is expansion by adding the semantic module [12, 16, 17]. Noteworthy solution

is words acquisition in project ACORNS [18], where the creators argue with

traditional prede�ned lexicon. They let the system to learn words and word-

like units (which can be parts of words for example). As we can notice (and

brie�y explained above in the de�nition of that module), the Lexicon is not100

trained in opposiotion to Acoustic Model and Language Model.
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4. Related works

At the section 1 there were mentioned language models, that are improved

n-gram models. Here will be brie�y described the other approaches, that brings

improvement for speech recognition, mostly using neural networks. N-gram105

model is interpolated with some of them.

Work [19] presents the application of a single layer forward network with the

softmax function. The input refers to k − 1-th word in word sequence (context

length is 2). For a word with index i-th from the lexicon the i-th input is 1

and the other inputs are 0. The k-th word in considered word sequence (current110

word), is described by outputs. The word with index j-th from lexicon is refered

by the j-th output. This value is interpreted as the conditional probability for

the j-th word. Work [20] employs also coding function of a one word, which

mapping is trained together with neural network to minimize perplexity. The

input to a multilayer perceptron network is the concatination of two words115

coding. These words are coming from the context. First layer is hidden (tanh

function) and the second one is the layer with softmax function for normalisation

purposes. The recurrent networks can be also used for this purpose, since they

remember longer context (theoretically unlimited, but the in�uence of words in

distant positions is relatively small). In the work [21] the structure of network is120

similar to above work, but words in a context are inputs that was send some steps

before the current word. The example of recurrent networks was also applied to

the Polish Language LVCSR [22] (called here Long-Short Term Memory). The

speedup method for training and recognition by hierarchical decomposition is

shown in [23].125

Interesting approach of using the language structure is Structured Language

Model [24], which is syntax-based language model. Words from not long context

(3-5) are parsed (partially) according to language rules and resulting probabillity

bases on some probabilities according to rules that build parsing tree. Improved

model is Probabilistic Left Corner Parser [25]. The use of neural network for130

determination probabilities associated to such rules is proposed in [26].
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Self-Organizing Maps have also been applied from the semantic modeling

[27] for simple Language, where the animals were clustered according to their

properties. Author proposes also complex neural networks application [28].

Further information about neural network application can be found in [29, 30].135

5. Neural network

5.1. Introduction

The neural network is applied here to �nd association between grammatical

classes of words, which can be done by unsupervised learning of Self-Organized

Maps (SOM). The classes, to which given words belong, are de�ned in the lex-140

icon. Each class is considered here as a Part of Speech (POS) and they are

de�ned in IPI PAN corpus of Polish by thirteen properties: �exeme, number,

case, gender, person, degree, aspect, negation, accent, post-prepositionality, ac-

commodability, agglunativeness, vocalicity.

The author proposed already application of single SOM network for language145

modeling [31]. The mentioned hierarchical neural network model was described

in [28]. The model presented here uses single SOM network, but in comparison

to that works, new approaches for input and output processing were developed.

To introduce such model the properties of SOM network as its central unit, will

be reminded �rstly.150

5.2. SOM network

The SOM network [29] contains N neurons in the single layer. The inputs

should be normalized, so that their norms are equal 1:

‖x‖ = 1 (3)

where the norm is:

‖x‖ =

√√√√ M∑
i=0

x2
i (4)
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The outputs are calculated in three possible ways (each one will be exam-155

ined):

• Using a Hamming distance. The distance between input vector and weights,

that de�nes the j-th neuron:

d =

N∑
i=1

|xi −wij | (5)

One can construct the output function, which the maximal value will be

equal 1, and it will be dimnishing (where β de�nes the its slope):

yj =
β

β + d
=

β

β +
∑N
i=1 |xi −wij |

(6)

• Using an Euclidean distance:

d =

√√√√ M∑
i=1

(xi −wij)
2 (7)

In the similar way one can write the output function:

yj =
β

β + d2
=

β

β +
∑M
i=1 (xi −wij)

2
(8)

• scalar product (plus one):160

yj =

N∑
i=1

xiwij + 1 (9)

Learning is performed using Winner Takes Most strategy. To inputs we put

the training data. The neuron, which activation is the highest is called winner.

Such neuron get the highest impact of this learning step while the neighboring

neurons get smaller change of their weights. Neighbor function determines the

in�uence on given neuron. In this work the neighborhood is linear, closed. Oja's165

rule is applied:

∆wij = yj(xi − wij)ηα(t)h(j, win) (10)

where:
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w � weights,

x � input,

y � output,170

η � learning rate,

α(t) = α0t
C+t � diminishing function depends on learning time (t-the number of

learning steps). Such a slope for the function is necessary to make learning

stable.

h(j, win) = e−|j−win| � a neighbor function,175

win � number, index of the winning neuron (linear structure of a network),

j -� number, index of current neuron.

In this point we can put several questions, which help in formulation of

model:

• What is the interpretation of the output of network?180

• How to determine the language model output as a word probabilities?

• How the data can be mapped to the input?

• How to consider the relationships between non-adjacent words in sentence

using this network?

5.3. Input coding185

In this work we consider following coding. This is the vector of real numbers,

each number represent one property, �xed coding. Numbers was chosen in

arbitrary order, equal intervals, with maximal value equal 1. Similar coding is

applied in [19]. It is worth to notice that in the work [28] author considered also

other way of coding, however the choice of relevant features should be discussed190

now. In that work the six features were selected based on author's linguistic

knowledge. In this work the feature analysis will be preformed. Since the feature

vector consist real numbers, the Principal Component Analysis can be taken.

During experiments we decide how much features will be send to the network.
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Figure 2: The partitioning of the data space into positive and negative clusters

6. Neural language model195

6.1. Clustering

This network shows to which cluster belongs the data represented on the

input. However there is the need to make that the result of this network work a

classi�cation: if the given utterance is valid or not. Once the network learning

process is �nished, one counts the coverage. This is a number of times each200

neuron in the network is active when using all elements from the learning set.

Correct grammar relations are represented by neurons which wins relatively

often (positive clusters), while incorrect rules refers to other neurons -negative

clusters (Fig. 2).

The index win of winner neuron indicate if given words belong to learned205

language rule. It depends if such neuron's coverage is greater that threshold

covThreshold. This gives us an opportnity to create function that calculate the

language ,odel result. Let we refer to eq. 2. In order to use this network as a

language model we don't need 2-valued function, but we need such one which

can di�er parts of sentences : bit better / bit worse.210

In comparison of two rules when we have more frequent one , words might

be accepted even if recognized with not so high acoustic probability (which

occurs i.e. in case of bigger di�erencies to trainig data, may be not perfect

pronounciation). At other hand, words recognized as very sure, quite clean,

might be connected with not so frequent rule.215

We need to notice also a computational problem: minimal returned value by

Language Model shouldn't be zero, since its logarithm would be equal −∞ and
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cause the throwing such hypothesis without consideration of acoustic models, or

rules satis�ed by parts of this sequence other than current words. In this case

we will have at least pzero minimal value, which can be done by max function:

p = max (pzero, . . . ) (11)

To utilize an information on how strong the detected association is, the

author proposes three kind of functions:

1. Quantity of the cluster. It can be also compared with probability of word

class 1 in condition of word class 2.

The cluster, to which belongs the input x, is identi�ed by neuron win.220

The proportion of such cluster coverage to all clusters' coverage: cov(win)∑
j cov(j) ,

where

win � index of winner neuron

cov(j) � function counts j-th neuron's coverage, which is the number of

data referred to this neuron225

We can say, that this is the measure describes how often is such rule, how

good quality , robust it is.

Rc(C(w1), C(w2)) =

= max

(
pzero, R(C(w1), C(w2))× cov(win)∑

j cov(j)

)
(12)

here:

C(w) � the class of word w

w1, w2 � considered words

R(.) �result (thresholding function) function, that checks if clus-

ter has enough high coverage:

R(C(w1), C(w2)) =

1 if cov(j) > covThreshold

0 otherwise
(13)
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covThreshold � coverage threshold makes that clusters with enough high

coverage are considered as positive rules.230

2. Distance from the center of the cluster - may tell how the input x is close

to represented by this cluster rule. The output ywin is reverse to such

distance (see equations (6), (8), (9)). The language model result can be

calculated in similar way as above:

Rd(C(w1), C(w2)) = max
(
pzero,

R(C(w1), C(w2))× ywin (C(w1), C(w2))
)

(14)

3. Threshold function. Such solution will utilize only thresholding function

R(C(w1), C(w2)) (eq. (13)).

Rt(C(w1), C(w2)) = max
(
pzero, R (C(w1), C(w2))

)
(15)

As a simplest function it can help in consideration about result function.

We will do the comparison if such a function should be �at, or should

depend on cluster properties - eq. (12),(14).

One may noticed that we look for similarities to class based probabilistic

model. To remind such a model [32] let express word probability by class of

words probability. N-gram class based model:

P (wk|wk−1, . . . , wk−n+1) = P (wk|C(wk))×P
(
C(wk)|C(wk−1), . . . , C(wk−n+1)

)
(16)

Here:

P (C(wk)|C(wk−1, . . . , C(wk−n+1)) is a probability of current word class given235

classes C(wk−1), . . . , C(wk−n+1) to which belongs previous words

respectively wk−1, . . . , wk−n+1.

P (wk|C(wk)) is probability of occurience word wk in all the occuriences words

from class C(wk). It also mean probability of of word wk occuri-

ence, knowing that this word belong to class C(wk).240
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coverage
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output p

Figure 3: The calculation of resulting value p given two words

The classes of words are de�ned in this work from their linguistic properties.

The probability values set is continuous: [0, 1], whereas using expression (12)

here the threshold th is introduced. It is expressed in normalised probability and

come from coverage threshold covThreshold (normalisation will be explained

below). It gives the probability range Pzeronorm ∪ (th, 1]. Pzeronorm refers to245

pzero normalized. This consideration stays in the opposition to explanation from

beginning of this section, which state that continuous value set would be suitable

to the language model. We should notice that when we look for associations of

words' in �exible word order language we will have occuriences of such words'

pairs, which are not associated. This accidetal pairs should give quite wide250

distribution according to words and their linguistic propersties. Treating the

as an information noise, we can expect that correct words' associations will get

more frequent occuriences than them. Adjusted covThreshold can di�er this

cases. In experiments will also be shown the need of such treshold. The other

soultion instead step function R might be function with continuous, soft changes255

of its values (but still with slope around covThreshold value).

The model proposed so far is presented on �g. 3. It will be expanded to new

fascilities, which �nally will gives complete language model.

6.2. Probability normalisation

For the evaluation purpose of speech hypothesis (formula (2)), we need prob-260

ability. However the value p which calculation was described in previous sec-
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tion,still don't follow the de�nition of probability. There is need to normalise

it.

Calculated values p are normalized by the sum of all measures p for the same

class of word w1, so the conditional probability:

P (A|B) =
p(A|B)∑
A∈Ω p(A|B)

(17)

which cause the need the summation of language model resulting function for

all possible classes C(w2) ∈ C which stay at position of word w2 given class265

C(w1) of word w1. C is the set of all classes.

Word probability of bigram class based language model, similar to (16):

P (w1|w2) = P (w1|C(w1))× P (C(w1)|C(w2)) (18)

Probability of word w1 occurience when this word belongs to class C(w1) we

assume as a �at distribution for a class C(w1):

P (wk|G(wk)) =
1

n(G(wk))
(19)

We can rewrite the formulas (26),(12),(14) together, when take into account:

1. Quantity of the cluster:

P (C(w1)|C(w2)) =


max

(
pzero,rc(C(w1),C(w2))

)
Sc

if Sc > 0

1
‖C‖ if Sc = 0

(20)

where:

rc(c1, c2) = R(c1, c2)× cov(win)∑
j cov(j)

(21)

Sc =
∑
c∈C

max (pzero, rc(c, C(w2))) (22)

2. Distance from the center of the cluster:

P (C(w1)|C(w2)) =


max

(
pzero,rd(C(w1),C(w2))

)
Sd

if Sd > 0

1
‖C‖ if Sd = 0

(23)
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where:

rd(c1, c2) = R(c1, c2)× ywin(c1, c2) (24)

Sd =
∑
c∈C

max(pzero, rd(c, C(w2))) (25)

3. Threshold function:

Rt(C(w1), C(w2)) = max
(
pzero, R (C(w1), C(w2))

)
(26)

P (C(w1)|C(w2)) =


max

(
pzero,R(C(w1),C(w2))

)
Sd

if Sd > 0

1
‖C‖ if Sd = 0

(27)

where:

Sd =
∑
c∈C

max(pzero, R(c, C(w2))) (28)

Such calculated result, a it was mentioned, can be taken as a word class con-

ditional probability. The discussed part of the language model module can be

seen on �g. 5. We can notice here folowing blocks: core SOM network, coding270

function F (.), result function R(.), and probability normalisation module. The

inputs and output will be connected to other modules, and presented part of

language model will be called as Two words' classes LM SOM module.

6.3. Network architecture

The way how information about word classes are taken from input, determine275

scope, kind of relations between words considered by language module.

PairSOM - the network inputs constitute concatenation of POS coding of

two adjacent words. During training they are put in a forward order, and later,

in a reverse order (Fig. 4a). It results in the fact that associations between such

words can be learned without preserving their order. During the operation of280

such a model, there is a need to put the information about POS only once (in the

forward order). It allows to detect associations between classes of such words

independently of their order. This network has no ability of �nding relationships

between phrases or between non-adjacent words.
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SOM

class of

word k-1

class of

word k

(a) the PairSOM network

SOM

class of

word m

class of

word k
. . .

(b) the BinaryRelationSOM

network

Figure 4: The PairSOM and the BinaryRelationSOM language models

BinaryRelationSOM - the idea behind this network is to extend the scope285

of relationships between words (Fig. 4). One can put the information about

POS from the all possible words within the given, limited context. The input

of SOM network is concatenation of POS coding that comes from the k-th and

m-th words (k > m), where the context length n > k −m. Next the order of

these two words is reverted. The above procedure is iterated over all possible290

m. During the working phase of such a network given words are put in similar

way, but only in forward order. Why the length of the context is limited? As we

can expect the connections between more distant words should be less frequent.

The values returned by network for each m are taken for further calculation.

Probabilities, that were calculated (according to sections 6.1, 6.2) are multiplied:295

P (wk|W k−1
k−n+1) =

∏
k−n+1≤m<k

P (wk|wm) where n = min(N, k) (29)

When n = 2 this network is equivalent fo PairSOM. The presented network

can �nd relationships between words, that do not has to be adjacent. They

has to be within the maximal context length n. Such a model cannot �nd rela-

tionships between phrases, but can be necessary for speech recognition support.

The work of this model could be compared with shallow parsing, since the result300

is not full parsing tree. The relationships' structure is �at and some of them

may be not found. In comparison to consideration the full length of utterance

(from beginning till current word) parsing the limited context brings smaller
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of results p

output

P (C(A)|P (C(B))

Figure 5: Two word's classes LM SOM module

computational complexity. This solution can be compared to Structured Lan-

guage Model (for example [26]), where parsing is performed inside context of305

limited length.

To complete the discusion about network architecture and probability cal-

culation we need should discuss which words should be send to normalisation

module. PairSOM network will get words' pair only once, in forward order.

Then in determination P (wk|wk−1) the normalisation will be done fo given310

wk−1. In the same way for BinaryRelationSOM each probability P (wk|wm)

will need normalisation for given respective word wm.

Modules, which were described there are presented on �g. 6. The Multi-

plexer module is responsible for choosing positions of two words in each step,

to take their classes. Multiplication module gives the product of Two words'315

clasess LM SOM module results for the same current word wk according to for-

mula (29). Next the class probability is multiplied by word probability given

its class. The word class generator gives all possible classes for each word. It

is because of ambiguity in languge. The class of given word can be establilshed

when it is connected to other words.320

6.4. Word class determination

Solution known as morphosyntactic desambiguation rely on determination

of linguistic properfties of word depend on its context. From given words there
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word k-n+1 word k-1 word k. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

Word class generation

Tupples generation

Multiplexer: two words classes selection

Two word's classes

LM SOM module

P
(
C(A)|C(B)

)
multiplication

for all word-pairs

Probability maximization

P
(
wk|C(wk)

)
output P (wk| . . . )

word's A class word's B class

Figure 6: Full LM SOM module

are determined all possible tuple of classes. The lists Li of all possible classes

for each word wi are generated. Then all possible tuples c are created, which325

has class cm ∈ Lm on element m. Here is proposed approach that for each

such tuple the word probability will be calculated by already presented mod-

ules of language model. Next there is determned which tuple gives the highest

probability. Having know given context usuch tuple refer to the most probable

gramatical interpretation of given words.It will be choosen as a best one, and330

its probability will be returned as a �nal result of the model.

Described procedure can be writen as:

lm = maxc=(c1,c2,...,ci)∈(L1,L2,...,Li)LM(c) (30)

which mean maximisation of word probabilities by �nding word classes,which

come from given lists Li.

The drawback of this solution is limited context, that might be not enough

lenght for all considered words.335
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